Visual memory and the perception of a stable visual environment.
The visual world appears stable and continuous despite eye movements. One hypothesis about how this perception is achieved is that the contents of successive fixations are fused in memory according to environmental coordinates. Two experiments failed to support this hypothesis; they showed that one's ability to detect a grating presented after a saccade is unaffected by the presentation of a grating with the same spatial frequency in the same spatial location before the saccade. A third experiment tested an alternative explanation of perceptual stability that claims that the contents of successive fixations are compared, rather than fused, across saccades, allowing one to determine whether the world has remained stable. This hypothesis was supported: Experienced subjects could accurately determine whether two patterns viewed in successive fixations were identical or different, even when the two patterns appeared in different spatial positions across the saccade. Taken together, these results suggest that perceptual stability and information integration across saccades rely on memory for the relative positions of objects in the environment, rather than on the spatiotopic fusion of visual information from successive fixations.